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~ee things- neeQ to be done:

1. Actions which demonstrate (al solidarity in supportt
of alI students arrested, and'(b)detemination to have the indlrlments
dropped.

2.

3.
and
and

Publi~ rejection of the reprisals policy of the U.of M.

Criticism and ridicule of the uninformed, discriminatory, harrassing
WASPish attitudes and reautions o~ the Hennepin County Grand Jury
the Power interests they represent.

* * *
In pursuing these goals, however, we all need to be thinking clearly

about the social realities behind the arrests. The following deals with
one aspect of these realities.

Why expect that the state will not interfere in U of Maffairs? It
is a state university mainly financed by Minnesotan taxpayers. Therefore,
when students are not servile, the way they're'supposed to be, we can
expect the State to interfere (as it is now doing). It is state power
we are resisting.

Is it not naive to speak in terms of phrases like "our political
rights" and "our constitutional rights?" What are our "rights?" They are
those things which the power structure allows us to do. Nothing more. The
authorities will remove any "rights" which help people to effect any sub
stantial changes in the social structure, any real shift inAwho holds power,
or any significant alteration in the status quo. In a society moving towards
totalitarianism, any attempt to change the "safe" limits set by the power
complex can be thwarted by the rulers who arrange for a change in "rights."
For example, a local or national emergency may be declared (meaning "an
emergency for the ruling power complex") and people cease to have the "right"
to speak freely, to demonstrate or to protest. The only "rights" they have
are those which the power structure knows it is safe to give them (safe,
that is, for the power holders to maintain their own power and privilege).
It was this kind of maneuver that was ~arried out by the U of M administra
tion when it adopted the Report of the Commission on Campus Demonstrations:
it simply said "You no longer have the •right , to demonstrate in a way
which disrupts the functioning of the University. Instead, the adminis
tration has the 'right' to punish students who take part in such demonstra
tions." ~esident Moos, who is a ciever and sophisticated administrator,
arranged for student representation on the body that drafted the demonstra
tions policy. Incredible as it may seem, student representatives naively
agreed to this reprisals policy and, even worse, other student leaders
failed to protest it when it WaS made public. It was adopted as official
U of M policy without so much as a whimper;]

"Rights" is an ideological term with no real meaning in the objective
world. 'rhe ordinary man-in-the-street generally thinks of the concept of
"rights" as his protection from the caprices of the powerful. And this fits
in nicely with what the power manipulators would like him to think. In
reality, the concept of "rights" works for the I'lers to confuse and confound
those whom they manipulate (the ruled).

If the underdog wants to try to see the world as it really is he should
rid himself of illusions about "rights," replacing the term with other terms.
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which do have real meaning, e.g. ''wants,'' "desi"s," "interests_nand recog
nize t'iiat the implementation of one's interests depends on POWER.

When the U of Madministration says "you no longer have the right to
hold disruptive demonstrations (so if you do hold them you will be punished)",
what it really means is "if you act on your desires to hold disruptive
demonstrations in support of changes which are in your interests, we will
punish you because such demonstrations are not in the tnterests of the
administrators."

Many students think it is in their own interests to work to up-grade
the status of black people in our society. Most of the administrators
think this is in their own interests also. But when a disruptive demon-'
stration occurs, as one small step to achieve this goal, it conflicts with
the adm;inistrators' interests in "running a tidy shelp" (after all, they stand
to lose their jobs if the educational process does not go on). Beyond t~is,

of course, it conflicts with the interests of the power-holders, the racists,
the economic exploiters, and so on-in short, the people who have an inter
est in maintaining the status quo (and who can bring about the firing of
University administrators).

It can be seen, then, that when this translation is made from the ideo
logical term "rights" to the realistic term "interests" what is revealed
is A NAKED POWER STRUGGLE BErWEEN CONFLICTING INTERESTS.

It is not always clear as to just what interests are in conflict in any
clash between groups in society. In the present situation there is prob
ably a clash between racists and anti-racistsi But racism is not the main
issue: student leaders would still have been arrested if they-were white.
It is a deeper and broader conflict than a racist one. It is not just a
clash between students and the power structure, because some students will
approve the Grand Jury move, and some members of the power structure ~lill be
sympathetic towards the protesting student~. Basically it is a' clash between
those whose interests are best served by peping things the way they are
(keeping students servile t keeping blac'{; ,," ervile and exploitable, keeping
electors and taxpayers politically nab.= dL.-i ignorant, etc. etc.)' and those
whose interests are served byrachieving more power, more autonomy, mOr':"e free
dom ( advances towards self-governing students, self-governing and nOIl,,
exploitable blacks, politically sophisticated and informed electors an~

taxpayers, etc., etc.,).

We can keep the real issues clear by speaking in terms of conflict~
interests instead of obscuring the actual state of affairs with euphemistfc'
"rights" phrases which are used to disguise the true motives underlying theml.·
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Baving established (above) that the arrests are merely one move in a
continuing power struggle between societal groups whose interests are in
conflict, we should employ our tactics accordingly. It is short-sighted,
weak-kneed and a sell-out to work exclusively towards having the indict
ments dropped. This should be the focal point about which a much broader
struggle is being carried on.

For a start, one thing that needs to be done is to make it clear that
we are mature, intelligent adults who are acting out of conViction, prin
ciple and compassion instead of fear, stupidity and ignorance. We need to
make clear to the public that students consider they are quite capable of
judging the moral worth of the actions of their fellow students; that in
judging these actions to be justified in a particular situation they reject
the paternalism implied in sanctions threatened by either the State or the
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University administration; and that if the pouer-holders fail to reepclid.to
Just requests by students, a continuation of the struggle is inevitable.
Unless this principle is firmly held by student protesters, and explicitly
stated to the public as a conviction "'!hich lies behind student demonstra
tions, those same \.ler,lonstrations ~!ill continue to be seen as irrespon
sible, iller;al and ililmor~~l violnt'1-ons of a lunatic fringe.

It is imperative, then, t~~t the follouing fundamental statement of
principle be Given as ~uch Dublicity as possible: tthen a body of students
judges th"lt a disruptive demom,tration has been justified, it rejects :mcl is
opposed to any policy of reprisals, punislunent or discipline on the part
.2!...!.ither the Univ,,,rsi.ty of Ei;m(:soto administration or Stnte a;-;enciesJ
further, '·.'hen sanctions ('Junisr.:ment discinline) are im osed {in the face
of rejection and o-""'los1.tion by a body of students further demonstrations
can be ex'·,ecteC'. :'Ind, if neCE.SS!l!7t they 'r!ill be disruptive.

It is assULlcd, a1'. rays , in disruptive demonstrations that tdlfull
destruction is avoided, at least by the oemonstr~tors. If, in order to
carry out the demonstration, property ~~maee cannot be avoided, it should
be kept mirdmal. Individu~l demonstr~tors should be held accountable only
to their fellot! deli1onstrators for prope.rty damage. This is in line '3ith the
assertion thnt disruptive demonstrators are responsible adults.
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If you agree ··5.th the t.1bove nnf: you m prepared to give \!hatever

supf,ort you can, you are 3lreGCly a member cf the
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